Careers for
Geology graduates

With a Geology degree from the
University of Exeter, you’ll be able to:
• produce, analyse, summarise, receive and respond to information in a variety
of sources (textual, numerical, oral, graphical) using appropriate qualitative and
quantitative techniques and packages
• collect field data from a range of geological settings, interpret geological
processes and test hypotheses on the basis of these data
• understand how to read, measure and record geological maps and construct
cross-sections.
• communicate appropriately to a variety of audiences using written, oral and
graphical methods
• solve numerical problems using computer and non-computer based techniques
• plan, conduct and report on investigations and undertake field and laboratory
investigations in a responsible and safe manner
• show sensitivity to the impact of investigations on the stakeholder
• develop excellent interpersonal and team working skills

www.exeter.ac.uk/careers

Where can your degree take you?
Geology has many applied aspects and knowledge of these provides excellent
opportunities for work in a variety of landscapes and environments worldwide. Geology
graduates are primarily employed in the areas of engineering including civil engineering
particularly tunnelling, geology, exploration and the environment.

Here is a snapshot of the jobs, employers
and further study programmes that our
recent Geology students have progressed to
soon after graduation.
Occupations
– Geotechnical Engineer
– Engineering Geologist
– Exploration Geologist
– Utility Surveyor
– Site Engineer
– Project Geologist
– Mining Geologist
– Mine Site Specialist
– Remediation Engineer
– Consultant Exploration Geologist
– Tunnelling Engineer
– Project Engineer

Employers
– Bam Nuttall
– Altus Strategies Ltd
– Soiltechnics
– Exploration Ecometals Ltd
– Avion Gold Corporation
– Coffey Mining
– Barrick Gold
– Atlas Iron
– Triassic Geological Services
– London Africa Ltd
– Leighton Asia
– BHP Biliton
– SRK Consulting
– AE Yates
Further study
– MGeol Applied Geology
– MGeol Engineering Geology & Geotechnics
– MSc Mining Geology
– MSc Applied Geotechnics
– PhD Geology
– PhD Civil and Environmental Engineering
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A degree in Geology will also equip you with
skills that will allow you to move into other
areas of employment.
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